KATY ST SAUVEUR
• software developer •
480 495 0659 • katyannestsauveur@gmail.com • Greater Phoenix Area
https://github.com/krogowsk531 • https://www.linkedin.com/in/krogowsk531

SUMMARY

EDUCATION

Front end developer with a year of

University of Colorado, Boulder

engineering experience and a love for design.

BS in Business Administration,

Skilled in development and testing of apps

Emphasis in Finance

across multiple languages and frameworks.
Able to fully embrace teamwork while also

Turing School of Software and Design

being able to work independently.

Certificate Front End Engineering

SKILLS
JavaScript

React

Git/GitHub

CSS/SCSS

TDD/JEST

Agile Workflow/Travis CI

HTML

TypeScript

Express/Node/MongoDB
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navigate through a series of questions

On page load a user can view

On page load a user can view

that lead them to create a visual

weather info for any searched

movie info. A user can login

representation of their life. The

city. Given that information a

where they are able to

questions that they answer render a

user can navigate to the next

continue to view info about a

calendar based on events that are

page and choose appropriate

movie and can also rate a

unique to their experiences. Built

clothing for the weather. Built

movie. Built with React,

with React, TypeScript, CSS, React

with React, JavaScript, CSS, JSX

JavaScript, CSS, JSX and a

Hooks, Jest and Apollo Client.

and the OpenWeatherApp API.

movie API. Responsible for a

Responsible for all UI/UX as well as

Fully responsible for all design,

shared amount of design,

some functionality and testing for

functionality and testing for app.

functionality and testing for
app.

app.
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Contributed to multiple projects

Worked to build content for 30k

Managed federal, state and

with tasks that ranged from writing

followers that would help

local tax deposits for over

code to researching desired

personal and professional brand

9,000 single and multi-state

features to present to owner.

development. Designed

business and assisted 40+

challenges that were picked up by

payroll specialists with

PR review, file structure and test

major retailers to help encourage

complications that arose with

driven development. Full stack

employees to sell current

businesses that they serviced.

development with reliance on self

merchandise and be motivated at

teaching with weekly stand-ups.

work.

Experience with UI/UX, thorough

